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Wave function the general state

       Ψ = exp( φ)

Local phase the gauge symmetry 

          φ = φ(xβ,t) 

Space-time operators 

           δβ = d /dxβ

           δt = d /dt

Metric the local phase

      gαβ = δαφ δβφ +δαδβφ

Gauge geometry 

     Γαβλ = ½(δαgβλ + δβgλα - δλgβα ) 

     Γλ
αβ = gμλ Γαβμ

     Rλσ = δμΓμ
λσ  

Simbol  Levi - Civita

      eημλ =+1,-1  

Cotton scalar

     C = eαβλ  δαRλβ
 

In an earlier paper [1], we first considered a possible modification of unitarity based on non-linear time 
to describe the general dinamics in quantum gravity 

(δtφ)³ + δtφ δt²φ  ~ k eαβλ(δαφ)³ δβδλφ 
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Planck constant (h) and gravitational constant (G)

                k = Gh

In addition, the equation describes topology of gauge geometry as a space-time foam. 

Analogy topological model for time

               dS = Lt dt³

               Lt = (δtφ)³ + δtφ δt²φ

The theory is clearly non-linear in time. 

 We will use for gauge geometry of the topological model space-time. 

The we obtain a modification of the dinamical equation on non-linear time and a given gauge geometry 
in the form of the Cotton curvature the phase space. 

  The scalar form     

                 Δ =  δμ δμ

               Δ Lt = k C

The equation defines the non-linear dinamics the gauge metric of the space-time foam, gauge curvature 
the time and gauge curvature the space. 

In general, a non-linear modular equation makes it possible to make an asymmetrical time modification 
of quantum field theory. 

                δC  ~ F⁴

                 Fλβ = δλδβφ

This allows us to formulate a general action for the topological string model in the form of the field line

                 T³ ~ k F⁴

           dS0 = -T dx dt

          dS = k F⁴ dx³dt³

General model the quantum field theory for non-linear evolution

     dS = k (F² + Ψ*δΨ)² dx³dt³

We believe that the asymmetrical part of the energy correction is non-linear in time with the unitarity 
wave function the condensate fermion vacuum. 



    δt³Ψ = - k |Ψ|²ΔΨ + k Δ|Ψ|² Ψ

Wave function the condensate vacuum (density the fermion particle).      

              |Ψ|²= dN/dV

Potential  

                b = Δ|Ψ|²

Information 

              I = ln P

This model condiser the relationship of the problem cosmological constant and the non-linear time in 
gravity. 
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